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52 THE ART AMATEUR. 
or fine transparent starch paste, remembering to place the faces 
of the leaves next the glass. 
When dry, place the glass in the printing-frame, the leaves 

being on the inside ; then place a sheet of sensitive paper next the 
glass, and fasten in the back of the frame and place it in the light. 
If it is bright sunlight five minutes is sufficient time; but it needs a 
longer time if the light is not strong. A part of the back of the 
frame can be unfastened at any time and the picture examined ; the 
requisite length of time is determined when the shades are dark 
brown, with light brown tones. Remove the print from the frame, 
and wash it in clear water; then place it in a toning bath, which 
has been previously prepared, according to the above directions, in 
a porcelain pan, or a large deep platterwvill answer the same pur 
pose. Keep moving the print in this bath, so that it will be evenly 
toned. It requires but a few minutes, when the dark parts have a 
purplish tint, and the lights are clear. Wash it in water, and im 
merse in the fixing solution, allowing it to remain twenty minutes; 
then give it repeated washings in clear water, and dry it. When 
ready to mount, it must be again dampened by immersion in 
vater or laying between folds of wet cloth ; brush fine starch 
paste over the back, and mount it on a heavy cardboard panel, and 
it is a beautiful ornament for an easel, and something more than 
an ornament, for it shows the wonders wrought by a ray of light. 

A great variety of pictures can be arranged from leaves and 
flowers, in the form of crowns, anchors, }arps, or grouped into 
letters forming mottoes, and when once arranged on the glass, 
as many prints can be taken from them as one desires. The sun 
is as ready to perform the same wonders for the works of man 
as for the leaves and flowers. 

An artist in a far-off land drew a picture of the Wartburg Castle, 
where Martin Luther was imprisoned; the picture was finely re 
produced in a New York illustrated paper; a maker of sun 
pictures cut out the landscape, and fastened it, face down, to a 
sheet of glass, with transparent starch paste. Whlen thoroughly 
dry, it was rubbed with fine emery cloth to remove the printing 
on the back, and made transparent with paraffine, and placed in 
the printing-frame, the picture side within, next it a sheet of 
sensitive paper, and the back of the frame fastened in; and when 
placed in the light a sufficient time (perhaps ten minutes-it 
depends upon the strength of the light), it was found the sun had 
copied perfectly the work of the artist, only where his lines were 
black, this was white. 

The first picture taken was made transparent with paraffine, 
and became a negative; and placing sensitive paper underneath 
it in the printing-frame many prints were obtained from it, 

which were facsimiles of the original picture, when they were 
developed in the toning and fixing solutions, in the same manner 
as the pictures taken from the leaves and flowers. 

The Soule PhotographCompany, of Boston, furnish the most 
beautiful pictures for this work. 

There are many beautiful ways to mount these sun-pictures. 
A mat with a glass can be placed over them, with a pasteboard 
at the back, binding all securely together. Finish the edge with 
a band of red or blue plush, and fasten either rings at the 
sides, with which to hang it on the wall, or a strip of cardboard 
at the back to stand it as an easel. The cabinet-makers furnish 
beautiful veneers of mahogany, rosewood, and bird's-eye maple, 
which can be made into mounting cards of many shapes. 

M. C. B., Colchester, Conn. 

PALE TTES FOR CRIMfSON AND SCARLET. 

SIR: What are the best colors to use for a rich 
velvety crimson and deep scarlet in oil and in water-colors ? In 
the latter I have used pure scarlet, finished with carmine and crim 
son lake; but the colors fade greatly. 

H. P. S., Niagara Falls. 
To paint a rich crimson in oil colors, use bone brown and mad 

der lake for the general tone, adding ivory black in the darker 
parts, and also in the half tints, mixed with a little white. The 
lights depend very much upon the texture of what is painted. In 
a rose or velvety flower, there is a surface light, which gives this 
soft effect. This is entirely separate from the ordinary high light. 
In this general light tone of crimson use madder lake, vermilion, 
a little cobalt, ivory black and white. The surface light, which 
is a soft light gray, rather cool in quality, is made with white, 
yellow ochre, madder lake and ivory black. 

To paint this in water-color, substitute rose madder for madder 
lake and lamp black for ivory black. Also use sepia in place of 
bone brown. If transparent washes are used, leave out the lights, 
or take them out with blotting paper, and omit the white paint 
which is used with the oil colors. If, however, opaque colors are 
preferred, Chinese white is mixed with everything. 

To paint a deep scarlet, use vermilion and madder lake toned 
with raw umber, and a little ivory black and white for the general 
tone. In the shadows add Indian red, to the other colors given, and 
in the deeper accents, use burnt Sienna. A very little permanent 
blue may be used in the shadows and half tints. The lighter 
tones are made with vermilion, madder lake, a touch of medium 
cadmium, and white, with a very little ivory black, to give quality. 

Be particular in buying vermilion to get Winsor & Newton's 
vermilion, not their French vermilion, or Chinese vermilion, or 
any other kind, but that marked simply "vermilion." Their 
madder lake is also particularly rich, while Devoe's silver white 
is far superior to that which is imported. In water colors use 
rose madder in place of madder lake, lamp black in place of 
ivory black, and cobalt for permanent blue, omitting the white, 
unless the opaque colors are preferred. Light red may also be 
substituted for Indian red. Both carmine and crimlson lake will 
surely fade, and scarlet lake is even more fugitive. Avoid all the 
lakes; w ith the exception of madder lake, nonle of them are con 
sidered safe colors. The madders are all good, and may be 
depended upon. 
When the oil-painting is dry, bring out the colors with a coat 

ing of Soehnete frbre's French retouching varnish. 

A NE W DE:SIGNX PERFORA TOR. 
SIR: HOW can,I transfer your beautiful designs to 

velvet and plush most easily and cheaply ? Is there no way to 
perforate them quickly, without the expensive French machine 
xvhich, I believe, costs over forty dollars? 

E. A. B., Utica, N. Y. 
The best thing for you to get is Pearls " Little Wonder" Per 

forator. This is a simple attachment for the sewing machine, 
and by its use any Art Amateur design can be perforated in a 
fewv minutes. Ten duplicates can be perforated at once, and, as 
the patterns are smooth on both sides, the design can be stamped 
either xvay with equal facility. A symmetrical design, or one 
where thle four corners are alike, can be made in one fourth the 
time by folding the paper twice, perforating one quarter of the 
design, and then unfolding it for use. The price of the perforator, 
with a complete outfit for stamping, is only two dollars. It is 
decidedly the best and cheapest thing of the kcind yet introduced. 

.SUND)RY QUERIES ANSWERE;D. 
HANSON, Newark, N. J.-Jeweller's gold is an 

alloy containing three parts of gold to one of copper. 

0. R. H., Winnipeg, will see that his wants have 
been anticipated. The series of practical articles on wvood-en. 
graving is specially designed for beginners. Other papers on 
the subject, of at less elementary clharacter, by a well-knlown artist 

engraver, will follow. As to tools and materials, J. J. Watrous 
2I3 Race St., Cincinnati, will send a circular on application. 

I. G. L. A. asks the best method of cleaning eboniz 
ed wood. Use three parts of crude oil and one part of benzine. 

H., New York.-Repouss6 brass work is well 
taught at the Woman's Institute of Technical Design, II2 Fifth 
Avenue. 

E. H., Nashville, Tenn.-There is no "chromo or 
other colored copy of the Ideal Head frontispiece of the De 
cember number of The Art Amateur." 

H. B. M., New York.-We do not know, by name, 
the material " plastic," used for " decorating pottery and glass 

ware without firing," but presume you refer to the composition 
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MRS. S. A. H., Towanda, 111. -The best practical 
book on " Landscape Painting in Oils " is published by Cassell & 
Co., 739 Broadwvay, New Y ork. It is an important work, superbly 
illustrated with colored plates-perhaps more costly than you 
need. On application they will send you a descriptive catalogue 

of all their art books. In June, August and September, i88i, we 
published, in The Art Amateur, a series of lessons on landscape 
painting in oils, and the numbers containing them are still in 
print. 

J. G. L. A., Bay City, Mich.-Janentzky & Weber, 
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, make a specialty of the imitation 
barbotine ware. They publish a circular giving full directions 
for making it, which they will send to you if you write for it. 

MRS. W. 0. G., Danville, Ky., says that she exe 
cutes designs in hammered brass for picture-frames, panels, and 
plaques, and wants to know how she can dispose of them. Al. 
T. Wynne, dealer in artists' materials, 75 E. 13th St., New 
York, sells such things on commission. 

" A SUBSCRIBER " is informed that Mrs. Ayer (lately 
with Sypher & Co.), who advertises in our columns that she u-ill 
furnish rooms or houses, or make purchases for persons at a dis 
tance, we know to be thoroughly trustworthy and competent. 

Mrs. Ayer is quite moderate in charging for her services. 

A. L. H., Buffalo, N. Y.-A deep rich sapphire 
blue plush would make a very agreeable background on which to 
paint a branch of magnolia blossoms for a screen. If that should 
not happen to harmonize with the furniture of the room, a ground 
of very dark crimson or maroon may be used with good effect. 

B., Brooklyn, N. Y.-The annual Exhibition of the 
American Water-Color Society, at the National Academy of 
Design, opens on the 2d of February. Pictures are received 
only from the 12th to the I4th of January, inclusive. The blank 
form of application must be filled out and sent to the secretary 
(Henry Farrer, SI West ioth St.) by the 6th of January. 
E. W. S., Haverhill, Mass.-The best art schools 

are generally conceded to be those of Paris. The French artists 
are the best draughtsmen in the world. The tcole des Beaux 
Arts in Paris is free, with the exception of a fee paid on entering, 
which is exacted by the older students for a treat. The "academy" 
to which you refer we presume to be the New York Academy of 
Design. This is a free school also, and all that is necessary to 
secure admission is, on making application, to present a drawing 
from the cast, which, if sufficiently promising, will admit you at 
once. 

G. Mc G., Chattanooga, Tenn., asks for the color 
scheme of Walter Crane's frieze of "The Skeleton in Armor," 
executed for the Newport house of Miss Catharine Wolfe, and 
illustrated by the artist in The Art Amateur (Nov., x883), and 

wants to know whether the frieze was originally " treated in an 
absolutely pictorial manner, or conventionalized." We can say no 
more than that the treatment was pictorial, and highly decora- . 
tive. The treatment our correspondent suggests, of " flatting in 
the draperies, accessories, etc., and indicating folds and forms on 
them simply with a darker sbade of color," d would answer very 
well, and certainly would be much safer, in the hands of any but 
a professional decorative artist, than an attempt at the pictorial 
treatment of the original. 

THE PHOTOGRA VURE PROCESS. 
A HANDSOME folio, consisting of character drawings 

from Dickens, by Barnard, executed in photogravure by Goupil 
& Co., of Paris, is published by Cassell & Co. as a holiday 
book. In this connection Cassell & Co. furnish the following 
interesting remarks about the process: " The photogravure 

was not invented by a Frenc-hman, but by an Englishman, the 
late H. Fox Talbot, wvho is-'said to have patented it in I852 and 
again in I858. Mr. Talbot's experiments were necessarily crude, 
but his results astonished all who saw them. The process used 
by M. Goupil & Co. is an improvement on the Talbot process 
patented by M. Rousselon, who describes it as being founded 
on the discovery of a chemical substance which crystallizes under 
the influence of light, the crystals becoming larger the longer 
they are exposed to it. After exposure it only remains to make 
a deposit of copper by means of the electric battery on the 
crystalline surface, and thus a plate is obtained, yielding proofs 
in which every detail and gradation of tone is faithfully re 
produced. 

" This sounds simple enough, but it is not so easy to put in 
successful practice, as many who have tried it and failed can 
give testimony. M. Vidal has gone more into the particulars 
of the process which he thus describes, and which is -worth 
giving to show how much depends upon the dexterity of the 
operator. ' A bed of bichromatized gelatine is exposed to the 
action of the sun's rays through a photographic negative, and 
is afterward washed in water. The image, after the washing, 
and when the gelatine has become dry, appears as if formed 
of a more or less marked grain, in proportion to the intensity 
of the shadows. The gelatine is then firmlyp,ressed against a 
sheet of metal, vhich takes the impression of the image which 
has been formed upon the gelatine. This impiression, properly 
prepared, serves as a mould upon which, by means of the 
galvanic battery, copper is deposited. As soon as the required 
thickness of copper has been deposited the plate is finished by 
cleansing, and by such retouching with the burin of the 
engraver as may be considered desirable. If the plate be now 
subjected to the process of steel facing, an intaglio printing 
surface is produced from vhich a large number of impressions 
may be made."' 

THE First Japanese Trading Company send us ad 
mirable photogravures of art objects from their show-rooms, in 
cluding two very beautifully embroidered panels of birds and 
cherry-blossoms and butterflies and chrysanthemums they lately 
received, and which, from one of the photographs before us, ap 
pear now to have been effectively mounted for a screen. 

WEBER'S "I Universal Drawing Board," which we 
have received from Janentzky & Weber, dealers in artists' materials, 
Philadelphia, while ingenious in construction, is so simple and 
practical that it should become very popular. It dispenses with 
the use of paste or thumb tacks, stretches the paper better than 
can be done on the old drawing board, 1keeps the paper perfectly 
flat, and the frame always forms a true edge for the T square. 

THE Royal Berlin Works are producing decorated 
porcelain of more than usual artistic merit. At Gilman Colla 
more & Co.'s show-rooms, where a variety of the ware is shown, 
a finely proportioned ewer, majolica decoration on a porcelain 
body, is especially good in tone. A continuous landscape, deli 
cately colored in warm grays and greens, surrounds the middle 
zone. There are large vases in solid color for more decorative 
use, and some with a soft " flambe " decoration except that the 
two colors employed mingle uniformly toward the base of the 
object instead of shooting up in the irregular tongue-like forn:s 
characteristic of the oriental vare. In this manner excellent ef 
fects are produced by shading from rich wine color to warm purple, 
and yellow to green. Some pieces of " crackle" in complemen 
tary or contrasting colors are also very good. Less expensive, 
but hardly less satisfactory in color is some of the Leeds pottery in 
various shades of red, blue, and yellow shown at the same place. 
In contrast to these bold examples of ceramic art may be seen a 
delightful little pair of circular plaques in white pAte-sur-pAte 
upon a warm gray ground, signed by Taxtile Doat, the rival of the 
famous Solon in this dqrqa<te work.lc, 
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